Biomaterial properties and biocompatibility in cell culture of a novel self-inflating hydrogel tissue expander.
The aim of this study was to investigate the swelling properties and the biocompatibility of a novel tissue expander material. The self-inflating material is a hydrogel consisting of a modified copolymer of methylmethacrylate and N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone, which takes up water by osmosis. To increase the swelling volume, the primarily neutral gel material was modified by converting it into an ionized gel. To study the swelling and pressure behavior of the material, the anhydrous gel cylinders were equilibrated in distilled water, saline, and sugar solutions. The biocompatibility was investigated in cell culture. We tested the hydrogel eluate after swelling for cytotoxicity and mutagenicity using the cell lines MRC-5 and P3X63 Ag8 653 (Ag8). Furthermore, particles of the material were added to cell cultures to induce foreign body reactions and to verify its influence on monocyte differentiation. The material has a swelling capacity (Q = maximum swelling volume/anhydrous volume) of 5 to 50 depending on the degree of ionization of the polymer network. In this study, two polymer modifications with a swelling equilibrium of Q = 11.1 and 30 in water were tested. The swelling ratio also depends on concentration and ion content of the equilibration medium. The highest swelling capacity was found in water, the lowest in Ringer's solution. The swelling of the anhydrous material with the swelling capacity of Q = 11.1 fits best the average purpose of material properties for tissue expansion and generates a maximal hydrostatic pressure of approximately 235 mmHg. Effects on cell proliferation were detected only at the highest eluate concentration tested (i.e., eluate: culture medium = 1:1), which was far beyond physiological values, whereas mutagenicity was absent. Monocytes neither migrated nor tightly attached to the hydrogel. They neither phagocytose the material nor did they show any sign of a foreign body reaction, e.g., formation of multinucleated giant cells or monocyte proliferation. In the presence of hydrogel material, the differentiation processes of monocytes to macrophages or dendritic cells, respectively, were found to be undisturbed. From these results, we conclude that there is a high biocompatibility of the expander material, which may be a favorable and interesting candidate for further clinical applications.